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• Have phone programmed for 911 and 
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Emergency ProvisionsEmergency Provisions
• Enough water and food to last 3 days

– Include canned food with can 

opener
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F d il t ith t ki– Food easily eaten without cooking 

or significant preparation

– Items not requiring refrigeration 
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• Small note pad with pencil or pen
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emergency blanket
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Final Safety ThoughtsFinal Safety Thoughts
• Consider medical conditions

• Avoid exposure to inclement weather

• Extreme heat, cold, or wind is very 
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• Consider medical conditions

• Avoid exposure to inclement weather

• Extreme heat, cold, or wind is very 

h d th ith dihard on those with cardiac, 

pulmonary and sometimes 

orthopedic problems

• Remain indoors if snow, ice or 

significant water covers walkways

hard on those with cardiac, 

pulmonary and sometimes 
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significant water covers walkways

Final Safety ThoughtsFinal Safety Thoughts
• Conserving energy when under 

stress will reduce panic and keep 

medical issues more stable, 

especially diabetes

• Conserving energy when under 

stress will reduce panic and keep 

medical issues more stable, 

especially diabetes

• Control what you can – stay aware!• Control what you can – stay aware!

Do Bears Go in the Woods?Do Bears Go in the Woods?
Apparently . . .

and we have proof it does so safely
Apparently . . .

and we have proof it does so safely


